
Key to staff posts:
- **COP Logistics Asst. (A1)**
  - 2011 only – host country funded
- **Admin. Assistant (A1)**
  - Catherine LOETSCHER
- **Admin. Assistant (A2)**
  - Montse RIERA
- **Admin. Assistant (A2)**
  - Catherine LOETSCHER
- **Senior Admin. Assistant (A3)**
  - Valerie HIGGINS
- **Assistant Africa (Intern)**
- **Assistant Americas (Intern)**
- **Assistant Asia/Oceania (Intern)**
- **Oceania Officer**
  - Vaainupo JUNGBLUT
- **Assistant Europe (Intern)**

**Proposed new post**
- (2008-2011 triennium)

**Current post**
- continuing 2009-2011

**Non-core funded post**

---

1. Black lines and arrows indicate the proposed line-management structure. But note that many staff work across function units as teams to deliver specific work areas.
2. The IUCN function group grade of each current post and each proposed post is in parentheses after the post title. Grades of proposed posts are provisional.
3. Yellow boxes indicate the staffing of the each of the proposed function units of the Secretariat.

* Danone-funded in 2008; continuation 2009-2011 to be determined

** Oceania Officer is funded from core budget but is directly employed and line managed by SPREP (Samoa) under contract.